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Context

• Italy has been heavily hit by COVID 19

•Nearly 250,000 cases have been diagnosed and more than 33,000 
peoples died (by May, 27th)

• Staff involved in OCs on food safety & official laboratories, were 
diverted from their tasks to support medical activities

• Since March 8th, the Country was locked  down. This measure 

impacted on the OCs performed to ensure the application of food 

law, limiting, among the others the possibility for the staff of the 

competent Authorities to move in some areas



Official controls reorganization

• Following staff and laboratory capacity shortening (some colleagues 
fell hill, others were put under quarantine, official laboratories were 
involved in corona virus isolation) and  difficulties in protective 
devices supply, only OCs deemed to be essential - veterinary 
inspection at slaughterhouses, emergency slaughter,  RASFF, third 
Countries requirements fulfilment, including export certificates 
issuance, foodborne outbreaks surveillance - were temporarily  
granted

•Other OCs were performed depending on the local epidemiological 
situation and the actual resources availability



Official controls performance
• Stringent recommendations were issued on risk based OCs, taking 

into consideration the possibility of unfair or misleading practices 
linked, among the others, to the market present difficulties

•OCs methods and techniques were reviewed with a clear drive 
toward an extended use of audit in OCs, limiting, as far as possible, 
physical presence  in the establishments resorting to the available 
means of distance communication to carry out the documental 
review and the operator’s interview

•Monitoring activities, due to laboratory capacity shortcoming, were 
reduced. Sampling and analysis are  focused on situation posing 
actual risks



Difficulties and Opportunities

•When COVID exploded, Italy was substantially unprepared to cope 
with such a medical, mediatic, economic crisis

•Resources shortages occurred (staff, laboratory, protective devices), 
limiting the possibility to perform OCs as planned

•CAs had to rethink OCs activities (numbers of OCs to be carried out 
and OCs methods) without jeopardize food safety objectives

•This led to an overall assessment of OCs, to new approaches to Ocs 
and to a wider use of IT technologies to support OCs performance.

•These changes will remain even after the crisis is overcome and will 

constitute a sort of heritage of this crisis


